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Abstract. Our goal is to settle a faded problem, the Jacobian Conjecture :
If f1, · · · , fn are elements in a polynomial ring k[X1, · · · , Xn] over a field
k of characteristic zero such that det(∂fi/∂Xj) is a nonzero constant, then
k[f1, · · · , fn] = k[X1, · · · ,Xn]. In addition, we raise some questions and some
comments connected to our Main Result.
1. Introduction
Let k be an algebraically closed field, let Ank = Max(k[X1, . . . , Xn]) be an affine
space of dimension n over k and let f : Ank −→ Ank be a morphism of affine spaces
over k of dimension n. Then f is given by
Ank ∋ (x1, . . . , xn) 7→ (f1(x1, . . . , xn), . . . , fn(x1, . . . , xn)) ∈ Ank .
where fi(X1, . . . , Xn) ∈ k[X1, . . . , Xn]. If f has an inverse morphism, then the
Jacobian det(∂fi/∂Xj) is a nonzero constant. This follows from the easy chain
rule without specifying the characteristic of k. The Jacobian Conjecture asserts
the converse.
If k is of characteristic p > 0 and f(X) = X +Xp, then df/dX = f ′(X) = 1
but X can not be expressed as a polynomial in f . It follows that the inclusion
k[X +Xp] →֒ k[X ] is finite and e´tale but f : k[X ] → k[X ] is not an isomorphism.
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This implies that k[X ] is not simply connected when char(k) = p > 0. Thus we
must assume that the characteristic of k is zero.
The algebraic form of the Jacobian Conjecture (or Problem) is the following :
The Jacobian Conjecture in the algebraic form. If f1, . . . , fn are elements
in a polynomial ring k[X1, . . . , Xn] over a field k of characteristic zero such that
det(∂fi/∂Xj) is a nonzero constant, then k[f1, . . . , fn] = k[X1, . . . , Xn].
Considering the easy chain rule of differentiations, we can see that the converse
of the Jacobian Conjecture is trivially valid.
The Jacobian Conjecture can be stated in the following geometric expression:
The Jacobian Conjecture in the geometric form. Let k be a field of
characteristic zero. Every end-morphism ϕ = (f1, . . . , fn) of A
n
k (i.e., a polynomial
map) with a non-zero scalar Jacobian det
(
∂fi
∂Xj
)
, is an automorphism of Ank . Here
fi(X1. . . . , Xn) ∈ k[X1, . . . , Xn](= Γ(Ank ,OAnk )).
The Jacobian Conjecture has been settled affirmatively in a few cases. Let k
denote a field of characteristic zero. We may assume that k is algebraically closed.
Indeed, we can consider it in the case k = C, the field of complex numbers. So we
can use all of the notion of Complex Analytic Geometry. But in this paper, we go
ahead with the algebraic arguments.
For example, under each of the following cases, the Jacobian Conjecture has been
settled affirmatively:
Case(1) k(X1, . . . , Xn) = k(f1, . . . , fn) (cf. [6]);
Case(2) k(X1, . . . , Xn) is a Galois extension of k(f1, . . . , fn) (cf. [6], [7] and [20])
(The proof in [7] uses a fair amount of hard topology and Complex Function Theory
in several variables.);
Case(3) deg fi ≤ 2 for all i (cf. [16] and [20]);
Case(4) k[X1, . . . , Xn] is integral over k[f1, . . . , fn] (cf. [6]).
A general reference for the Jacobian Conjecture is [6].
We have known that the Jacobian det
(
∂fi
∂Xj
)
is a non-zero scalar if and only if
the morphism ϕ is e´tale (cf. Remark A.1 and Corollary A.7 in Appendix A).
See the reference [6] for a brief history of the developments and the state of
the art since it was first formulated and partially proved by Keller in 1939 ([11]),
together with a discussion on several false proofs that have actually appeared in
print, not to speak of so many other claims of prospective proofs being announced
but proofs not seeing the light of the day. The problem, due to the simplicity of
its statement, has already fainted the reputation of leading to solution with ease,
especially because a solution appears to be almost at hand, but nothing has been
insight even for n = 2.
The conjecture obviously attracts the attention of one and all. It is no exagger-
ation to say that almost every makes an attempt at its solution, especially finding
techniques from a lot of branches of mathematics such as algebra (Commutative
Ring Theory), algebraic geometry/topology, analysis (real/complex) and so on,
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having been in whatever progress (big or small) that is made so far (cf. E. For-
manek, Bass’ Work on the Jacobian Conjecture, Contemporary Mathematics 243
(1999), 37-45).
For more recent arguments about the Jacolbian Conjecture, we can refer to [W].
The objective of this paper is to settle the Jacobian Conjecture affirmatively for
every n ∈ N.
Throughout this paper, all fields, rings and algebras are assumed to be commu-
tative with unity. For a ring R let R× denote the set of units of R and K(R) the
total quotient ring of R. Let Ht1(R) denote the set of all prime ideals of height
one.
Let Spec(R) denote the affine scheme defined by R (or merely the set of all prime
ideals of R interchangeably).
Let k be a field. A scheme over a field k is called k-scheme. A k-scheme is called
a (algebraic) variety over k or a (algebraic) k-variety if it is of finite type over k
and integral (i.e., irreducible and reduced) unless otherwise specified.
A k-variety V is called a k-affine variety or an affine variety over k if it is k-
isomorphic to an affine scheme Spec(R) for some k-affine domain R (i.e., R is a
finitely generated domain over k).
A (reduced and irreducible) closed k-subvariety of codimension one in a k-variety
V is called a hypersurface of V (Note that in Appendix B, a “hypersurface” means
an irreducible and reduced subvariety of codimension one). A closed k-subscheme
(possibly reducible or not reduced) of pure codimension one in a k-variety V is
called a divisor of V , and thus an irreducible and reduced divisor (i.e., a prime
divisor) is the same as a hypersurface in our terminology.
Our general reference for unexplained technical terms is [12].
The materials required have been already prepared (cf. Appendix A), and
waited for being collected and arranged by someone. So the author has only to do
the cooking with more spice skillfully. The author works in the area of Commutative
Ring Theory. We say in this paper that
a ring homomorphism f : A → B is “unramified, e´tale, an open
immersion, a closed immersion, · · · · · · ” when “so” is its morphism
af : Spec(B)→ Spec(A), respectively.
Attention : First of all, please read Appendix B. The author wants to know
the answers to Questions (0)–(4). Some answers could destroy our Man Result
in the next section, and there would be no effective result in the section 2 to be
left.
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2. The Main Result
To begin with the following fundamental definitions.
Definition 1 (Unramified, E´tale). Let f : A → B be a ring-homomorphism of
finite type of Noetherian rings. Let P ∈ Spec(B) and put P ∩ A := f−1(P ), a
prime ideal of A. The homomorphism f is called unramified at P ∈ Spec(B) if
PBP = (P ∩ A)BP and k(P ) = BP /PBP is a finite separable field extension of
k(P ∩A) = AP∩A/(P ∩A)AP∩A. The set {P ∈ Spec(B) | f is ramified at P ∈ B}
is called the the ramification locus of f , which is a closed subset of Spec(B). The
homomorphism fP : AP∩A → BP is called e´tale at P if fP is unramified and
flat, and f is e´tale over A if fP is e´tale for all P ∈ Spec(B). The morphism
af : Spec(B)→ Spec(A) is called unramified (resp. e´tale) if f : A→ B is unramified
(resp. e´tale) †.
Definition 2 ((Scheme-theoretically or Algebraically) Simply Connected). A Noe-
therian ring R is called simply connected ‡ if the following condition holds: Provided
any ring A with an e´tale finite ring-homomorphism ϕ : R→ A, ϕ is an isomorphism.
Definition 3 (Integral Extensions, Normal Rings)([12,pp.64-70]).
(1) If A is a subring of a ring B we say that B is an extension ring of A. An
element b ∈ B is said to be integral over A if b be a root of a monic polynomial
with coefficients in A. Let A˜ be the set of elements of B integral over A. Then
it is a subring of B (cf.[12,(9.1)]) and is called the integral closure of A in B. If
every elements of B is integral over A we say that B is integral over A, or B is an
integral extension of A.
(2) Let A be an integral domain, and let K(A) denote its quotient field. We say
that A is normal if it is integrally closed in K(A).
(3) We say (in accordance with the usage of [EGA]) that a ring A is a normal
ring if Ap is a normal domain for every prime ideal p of A, and that a ring R is a
regular ring if Rp is a regular local ring for every prime ideal p of R. It is well-known
that a regular local ring is a Noetherian normal domain. Note that a regular ring
is a normal ring. So it is clear that a normal ring (and hence a regular ring) is
reduced by its definition.
For a Noetherian ring A, A is normal if and only if A is equal to the integral
closure of A in its total quotient ring K(A) (cf. Remark 2.1 below).
†In general, let X and Y be of locally Noetherian schemes and a morphism ψ : Y → X is a
morphism locally of finite type. If for y ∈ Y , ψ∗y : OX,ψ(y) → OY,y is unramified at y, then ψ is
called unramified at y ∈ Y . The set Sψ := {y ∈ Y | ψ
∗
y is ramified } ⊆ Y is called the ramification
locus of ψ and ψ(Sψ) ⊆ X is called the the branch locus of ψ. Note that the ramification locus
Sψ defined here is often called the branch locus of ψ instead of ψ(Sψ) in some texts (indeed, see
e.g. [16] etc.). If ψ is unramified and flat, then ψ is called e´tale.
‡In general, let X and Y be locally Noetherian schemes. If a morphism ψ : Y → X locally
of finite type is finite and surjective, then ψ is called a (ramified) cover of X (cf.[4]). Note that
a finite morphism is an affine morphism (i.e., the pre-image of an affine open set is an affine
open set) and is a proper morphism. If a cover ψ is e´tale, ψ is called an e´tale cover of X. If
every connected e´tale cover of X is isomorphic to X, X is said to be (scheme-theoretically or
algebraically) simply connected (cf.[14]).
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Remark 2.1 ([12,Ex.9.11]). Let R be a Noetherian ring and p1, . . . , pr all the
minimal prime ideals of R. Suppose that Rp is an integral domain for all p ∈
Spec(R), (i.e., R is locally an integral domain). Then
(i) AssR(R) = {p1, . . . , pr};
(ii) p1 ∩ . . . ∩ pr = nil(R) = (0);
(iii) pi +
⋂
j 6=i pj = R for all i.
Consequently we have the canonical ring-isomorphism R ∼= R/p1 × · · · × R/pr
and the canonical group-isomorphism R× ∼= (R/p1)× × · · · × (R/pr)×. Moreover
when R is an algebra over a ring S given by i : S → R, then i : S i−→ S × · · · ×
S
i×···×i−−−−→ R/p1 × · · · × R/pr, where i(s) = (s, . . . , s), gives an S-algebra structure
on R/p1 × · · · ×R/pr. Then R and R/p1 × · · · ×R/pr are S-algebra isomorphic.
In other words, there exist idempotents e1, . . . , er in R such that eiej = 0 (i 6=
j), e2i = ei and
∑r
i=1 ei = 1, and R = e1R+ · · ·+ erR with eiR ∼= R/pi (1 ≤ i ≤ r)
as rings. If R is an algebra over a subring S, then eiR is an eiS-algebra which is
isomorphic to an S-algebra Ri.
In particular, if R is a normal (resp. regular) ring, then R/pi (1 ≤ i ≤ r) are
normal (resp. regular) domains for the minimal prime ideals pi of R (cf.[12,pp.64-
70]).
We need the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Let A be a ring and let i : A →֒ B be an extension ring of A. Let
K( ) denote the total quotient ring of a ring ( ).
Consider the following :
(i) B× ∩A = A×;
(ii) B ∩K(A) = A.
Then
(1) If i is extended to K(i) : K(A) →֒ K(B), then (ii) ⇒ (i) holds.
(2) If A is a Noetherian normal ring and B is its integral extension such that i can
be extended to K(i) : K(A) →֒ K(B), then both (i) and (ii) hold.
(3) If B is a flat extension of a UFD A, then i can be extended to K(i) : K(A) →֒
K(B), and (i) and (ii) are equivalent to each other.
Proof. (1) For a ∈ B× ∩ A, there exists β ∈ B such that aβ = 1. Then 1/a =
β ∈ B ∩K(A) = A in K(B), and hence a ∈ A×. Thus B× ∩ A ⊆ A×. Hence the
implication (ii) ⇒ (i) holds.
(2) Since i is extended to K(i) : K(A) →֒ K(B), we have (ii) ⇒ (i) by (1). So we
have only to show that (ii) holds.
Since A is a Noetherian normal ring, A is reduced, and A ∼= A1 × · · · × Ar and
K(A) ∼= K1×· · ·×Kr, where each Ai is a normal domain andKi is its quotient field
by Remark 2.1. So there exist idempotents e1, · · · , er ∈ A, which satisfy e2i −ei = 0
and 1 =
∑
ei. Hence we get A = Aei⊕· · ·⊕Aer (⊆
∑
K(A)ei = K(A) ⊆ K(B)) by
the assumption, where we may assume that Aei ∼= Ai and K(A)ei ∼= Ki. Since B is
integral over A in K(B), B∩K(A) is also integral over A. Take b ∈ B∩K(A), then
b = a1e1+ · · ·+ arer ∈ K(A) ⊆ K(B). Since each integral domain Aei is integrally
closed in its quotient field K(A)ei ∼= Ki (1 ≤ i ≤ r), we have aiei ∈ Aei (1 ≤ i ≤ r)
and hence b ∈ A. Thus B ∩K(A) ⊆ A, which yields B ∩K(A) = A.
(3) Since B is flat over A, every non-zero-divisor in A is also a non-zero-divisor
in B. So i can be extended to K(i). Indeed, if a is a non-zero-divisor of A, then
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A
×a−−→ A is injective, so that B = A⊗A B (×a)⊗A(idB)−−−−−−−−→ A⊗A B = B is injective by
the flatness of B over A. Therefore a is a non-zero-divisor in B.
The implication (ii) ⇒ (i) follows (1). We show (i) ⇒ (ii). Let s/t ∈ B ∩K(A)
such that s, t ∈ A are chosen to be relatively prime in A because A is a UFD. Then
s/t ∈ B yields s ∈ tB.
(Case: tB + sB = B) Since tB = sB + tB = B, we have t ∈ B× ∩ A = A×, which
implies that s/t ∈ A.
(Case : tB+ sB 6= B) Consider a homothety A ×t−−→ A, which is an injection. Since
t, s is a regular sequence in A, we have an injection A/tA
×s−−→ A/tA. By tensoring
−⊗A B, we have an injection B/tB ×s−−→ B/tB because B is flat over A. Thus t, s
is a regular sequence in B, but s ∈ tB, which does not occur.
Therefore in any case s/t ∈ A and hence B ∩K(A) ⊆ A. The converse inclusion
is obvious. We conclude B ∩K(A) = A. 
Here we give a remark which is gotten by easy computations.
Remark 2.3. Let A be a UFD and let A →֒ B be an extension ring of A. Then
the following statements are equivalent :
(a) B× ∩A = A×,
(b) Spec(B)→ Spec(A) is surjective modulo codimension 2 †.
The following proposition is a generalized version of Case (2) described in In-
troduction.
Proposition 2.4. Let S →֒ D be k-affine domains with D× ∩ S = S× over a field
k of characteristic zero. Assume that S is a simply connected regular UFD and that
S →֒ D is unramified. If K(D) is a Galois extension field of K(S), then D = S.
Proof. Let G denote the Galois group Gal(K(D)/K(S)). Let C denote the integral
closure of S in K(D). Then C ⊆ D because D is regular, noting that S →֒ D is
unramified. Note that K(D) = K(C) and that Cσ = C for every σ ∈ G. It
is well-known that C is finite over S by Lemma A.8, and hence C is a k-affine
domain. We see that Spec(D) → Spec(C) is an open immersion by Lemma A.14
since Spec(D) → Spec(C) → Spec(S) is unramified. Let p be a prime ideal of C
of height one, that is, p ∈ Ht1(C). Then p ∩ S is a non-zero principal prime ideal
d′S of S because S is a regular UFD and C is integral over S. Since d′D 6= D,
there is a prime ideal P ∈ Ht1(D) containing d′. Then P ∩ C ∈ Ht1(C) lying
over d′S and CP∩C = DP with PDP = d
′DP = d
′CP∩C = (P ∩ C)CP∩C since
Spec(D) →֒ Spec(C) is an open immersion. Since P ∩ C = pσ for some σ ∈ G by
Lemma A.13, we have (Cp)
σ = Cpσ = CP∩C = DP . Thus Cp is unramified over
Sd′S , i.e., d
′Cp = pCp because DP = CP∩C is unramified over Sd′S . Therefore
we conclude that Cq → Sq∩S is unramified for every q ∈ Ht1(C). Therefore C is
finite and unramified over S by Lemma A.11. Thus C is regular and hence is e´tale
over S by Corollary A.7. Since S is simply connected, we have C = S, and hence
†Let f : X → Y be a morphism of algebraic varieties. Then f is called surjective modulo
codimension 2 if the image f(X) intersects every hypersurface of Y .
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K(D) = K(C) = K(S). Thus noting that S× = C× = D× ∩ S and that S (resp.
D) is a UFD (resp. a regular domain), we have
D =
⋂
P∈Ht1(D)
DP =
⋂
P∈Ht1(D)
CP∩C =
⋂
P∈Ht1(D)
SP∩S =
⋂
p∈Ht1(S)
Sp = S.
Therefore we have D = C = S. 
Proposition above leads us to the following main result.
Theorem 2.5. Let k be a field of characteristic zero and let S →֒ T be a k-
homomorphism of k-affine domains with T× ∩ S = S×. Assume that S is a simply
connected regular UFD and that T is unramified over S. Then T = S.
Proof. Let K( ) denote the total quotient ring of ( ). If ( ) is an integral domain,
then K( ) denotes the quotient field of ( ). There exists a minimal finite Galois
extension L of K(S) containing T because T is unramified over S (and hence K(T )
is a finite separable field-extension of K(S)). Put [L : K(S)] = ℓ and let G denote
the Galois group Gal(L/K(S)). Put G = {σ1 = 1, σ2, . . . , σℓ}, where ℓ = #G.
Put T σ := σ(T ) (∀ σ ∈ G) and put D := S[⋃σ∈G T σ] = S[⋃ℓi=1 T σi ] ⊆ L. Then
K(D) = L since L is a minimal Galois extension of K(S) containing K(T ). Since
Spec(T ) → Spec(S) is e´tale by Corollary A.7 (cf.[6, p.296]), so is Spec(T σ) →
Spec(S) for each σ ∈ G and T σ is regular (σ ∈ G). Let C be the integral closure
of S in L, and let C0 be the integral closure of S in K(T ). Then C0 is contained
in T , and C0 ⊆ C are finite over S by Lemma A.8 and hence C0 ⊆ C are normal
k-affine domains.
We use the following notations :
T# := T σ1 ⊗S · · · ⊗S T σℓ , the tensor product of T σi (1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ),
C#0 := C0
σ1 ⊗S · · · ⊗S C0σℓ , the tensor product of Cσi0 (1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ),
C# := Cσ1 ⊗S · · · ⊗S Cσℓ , the tensor product of Cσi (1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ).
(Remark : In general, if a ring-homomorphisms A→ B1 (resp. A→ B2) gives an
A-algebra structure of B1 (resp. B2), it is easy to see that B1 ⊗A B2 (the tensor
product of A-algebras B1 and B2) has the natural A-algebra structure inherited
from the A-algebras B1 and B2. If A contains a field k and A,B1 and B2 are
k-affine rings (here a k-affine ring means a k-algebra finitely generated over k),
B1 ⊗A B2 is also a k-affine ring.)
The non-named arrows appeared in the diagrams below denote the canonical
ones.
(1) Claim: S →֒ T#, S →֒ D and T →֒ D are e´tale, and D is a Noetherian regular
domain.
(Proof.) The homomorphism S → T# is e´tale by Corollary A.17 because S →֒ T
is e´tale. Let
∆′T : T
# = T σ1 ⊗S · · · ⊗S T σℓ → L (tσ11 ⊗S · · · ⊗S tσℓℓ 7→ tσ11 · · · tσℓℓ (ti ∈ T ))
be an S-algebra homomorphism. Then D = Im(∆′) = S[
⋃
σ∈G T
σ] ⊆ L. Thus
Spec(D)→ Spec(S) is e´tale by Lemma A.21 and Spec(D)→ Spec(T ) is also e´tale
by Lemma A.16(iii) because Spec(T )→ Spec(S) is e´tale. Consequently the integral
domain D is a regular domain because S is a regular domain.
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(2) Claim: D ∼=S T# ⊗C#0 C.
(Proof.) Note that C ⊆ D because D is regular, and C is a k-affine domain by
Lemma A.8 with L = K(D) = K(C). Note that C →֒ D is an open immersion by
Lemma A.14. Since T σ is regular, S ⊆ C0σ ⊆ T σ (σ ∈ G), and
jσ : C0
σ →֒ T σ
is an open immersion by Lemma A.14, where j = jσ1 : C0 →֒ T (σ1 = 1). Then
j# : C#0 →֒ T#
where j# = jσ1 ⊗S · · · ⊗S jσℓ , is injective and an open immersion by Lemmas
A.15(iv), A.23(iv) and A.24. Here the injectivity of j# follows from the following
diagram :
C#0 →֒ K(C#0 )yj# ||
T# →֒ K(T#).
Consider a canonical S-surjection
δ′ : C#0 → S[
⋃
σ∈G
Cσ0 ](⊆ L) (cσ11 ⊗S · · · ⊗S cσℓℓ 7→ cσ11 · · · cσℓℓ (ci ∈ C0)),
which is obtained by restricting ∆′T to C
#
0 . It is clear that S[
⋃
σ∈G C
σ
0 ] ⊆ C. The
following commutative diagrams express our notations visually: for each σ ∈ G,
T σ →֒ Dxjσ xi
(S →֒) (C0)σ →֒ C
and hence
T#
∆′T−−→ Dxj# xi
(S −→) C#0 δ
′
−−→ C
By the construction of D, we have the following commutative diagram of the canon-
ical Spec(S)-morphisms :
Spec(T#)
a∆′T←−−− Spec(D)yaj# yai
(Spec(S) ←−) Spec(C#0 )
aδ′←−−− Spec(C)
Consider the following push-out diagram of the canonical S-algebra homomor-
phisms :
T# −−−−−→ T# ⊗C#0 Cxj# (push-out) xβ
(S −→) C#0 δ
′
−−−−−→ C
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The push-out diagram above induces the following pull-back diagram of the canon-
ical Spec(S)-morphisms:
Spec(T#) ←−−−−− Spec(T#)×Spec(C#0 ) Spec(C)yaj# (pull-back) yaβ
(Spec(S) ←−) Spec(C#0 )
aδ′←−−−−− Spec(C)
Since aj# is injective, so is aβ (see a text book of Category Theory), and aβ is e´tale
by Lemma A.16(iii). Hence aβ is an open immersion by Lemma A.24. Thus there
exists a canonical Spec(S)-morphism by the universality of pull-back:
γ : Spec(D)→ Spec(T#)×Spec(C#0 ) Spec(C)
such that aβ · γ is the open immersion ai : Spec(D) →֒ Spec(C) which is induced
from i : C →֒ D. So γ is e´tale by Lemma A.16(iii) because aβ is e´tale. We see that
T# ⊗C#0 C →֒ K(T
# ⊗C#0 C) = K(K(T
#)⊗K(C#0 ) K(C)) = K(C) since K(T
#) =
K(C#0 ). It follows that T
#⊗C#0 C is an integral domain, that is, Spec(T
#)×Spec(C#0 )
Spec(C) is irreducible and reduced. Since γ∗ : T# ⊗C#0 C → D is surjective, γ is
a closed immersion and hence is radicial by Lemma A.23(i). Since γ is e´tale, it
is an open immersion by Lemma A.24. So γ is an open immersion and a closed
immersion, which means that
γ : Spec(D) ∼=Spec(S) Spec(T#)×Spec(C#0 ) Spec(C) = Spec(T
# ⊗C#0 C).
Namely, we have the S-algebra isomorphism:
γ∗ : T# ⊗C#0 C ∼=S D
((tσ11 ⊗S · · · ⊗S tσℓℓ )⊗C#
0
c 7→ tσ11 · · · tσℓℓ c (ti ∈ T, c ∈ C)),
where j# : C#0 → T# and δ′ : C#0 → C. Note that j# and δ′ give the C#0 -
algebra structure of T# and C, respectively. In particular, T#⊗C#0 C is an integral
domain. Moreover γ∗ is a C#0 -algebra isomorphism, where D is C
#
0 -algebra by
∆′C0 : C
#
0 → D(⊆ L).
(3) Claim: S× = (T# ⊗C#0 C)
× ∩ S.
(Proof.) Let B• be a tensor product of S-algebra B with itself ℓ-times (ℓ ∈ N)
over S. Let ∆B : B
• → B be an S-homomorphism defined by b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bℓ 7→
b1 · · · bℓ, which is called a diagonal S-algebra homomorphism. (Here we note that
K(B•) = K(B)• = K(B)⊗K(S) · · · ⊗K(S) K(B).)
We use the following notations :
T • := T ⊗S · · · ⊗S T , the tensor product of T with itself ℓ-times,
C•0 := C0 ⊗S · · · ⊗S C0, the tensor product of C0 with itself ℓ-times,
C• := C ⊗S · · · ⊗S C, the tensor product C of with itself ℓ-times.
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(Definition and Remark : Let B• be a tensor product of an S-algebra B with
itself ℓ-times over S (ℓ ∈ N). Let ∆B : B• → B be an S-algebra homomorphism de-
fined by b1⊗S · · ·⊗S bℓ 7→ b1 · · · bℓ, which is called the diagonal S-algebra homomor-
phism. Then it is easy to see that K(B•) = K(B)• = K(B)⊗K(S) · · ·⊗K(S)K(B).)
Let S-algebra homomorphisms
∆T : T
• → T ,
∆C : C
• → C,
∆C0 : C
•
0 → C0
denote the diagonal S-algebra homomorphisms, respectively.
(i) The S-algebras T , C, C0, T ⊗C0 C, T •, C•, T •⊗C•0 C• and T •⊗C•0 C contain
S canonically.
Indeed, S −→ T • ⊗C•0 C•
∆−→ L is the inclusion S →֒ L, where ∆ is defined by
(t1 ⊗S · · · ⊗S tℓ)⊗C•0 (c1 ⊗S · · · ⊗S cℓ) 7→ t1 · · · tℓc1 · · · cℓ (ti ∈ T, cj ∈ C).
It follows that the canonical homomorphism S −→ T •⊗C•0 C• is injective. The other
cases follow similarly from this case by the similar ways. Moreover it is easy to see
that these rings are k-affine rings.
Similarly the S-algebras T •, C•, C•0 , T
#, C#, T# ⊗C#0 C
# and T# ⊗C#0 C
contain S canonically.
(ii) Consider the following push-out diagram of S-algebras :
T −−−−−→ T ⊗C0 Cx (push-out) x (∗)
S →֒ C0 −−−−−→ C
Note that T ⊗C0 C is an integral domain. Indeed, K(T ⊗C0 C) ⊆ K(T )⊗K(C0)
K(C) = K(C) because K(C0) = K(T ), where K( ) denotes the total quotient ring
of ( ). So T ⊗C0 C →֒ K(T ⊗C0 C) = K(K(T )⊗K(C0)K(C)) = K(C). Since K(C)
is a field, we conclude that T ⊗C0 C is an integral domain.
(Note that (T ⊗C0 C)σ = T σ ⊗Cσ0 Cσ is also an integral domain.)
By tensoring the diagram (∗) over S with itself ℓ-times, we have the following
commutative diagram S-algebras :
T • (T ⊗C0 C)•
‖ |¨|
T ⊗S · · · ⊗S T −−→ (T ⊗C0 C)⊗S · · · ⊗S (T ⊗C0 C)x x
C0 ⊗S · · · ⊗S C0 −−→ C ⊗S · · · ⊗S C
‖ ‖
C•0 C
•
On the other hand we have the following push-out diagram of S-algebras :
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T • T • ⊗C•0 C•‖ ‖
T ⊗S · · · ⊗S T −−−−−→ (T ⊗S · · · ⊗S T )⊗(C0⊗S ···⊗SC0) (C ⊗S · · · ⊗S C)x (push-out) x
C0 ⊗S · · · ⊗S C0 −−−−−→ C ⊗S · · · ⊗S C
‖ ‖
C•0 C
•
Hence by the universality of push-out, there exists a unique S-algebra homomor-
phism
η : T • ⊗C•0 C• −→ (T ⊗C0 C)•.
It is easy to see that η is defined by
(t1 ⊗S · · · ⊗S tℓ)⊗C0 · · · ⊗C0 (c1 ⊗S · · · ⊗S cℓ) 7→ (t1 ⊗C0 c1)⊗S · · · ⊗S (tℓ ⊗C0 cℓ).
It is clear that η is surjective.
Since K(T ) = K(C0), η yields the K(S)-algebra isomorphism K(η) :
K(T • ⊗C•0 C•)
= K(K(T •)⊗K(C•0 ) K(C•))
= K(K(T )• ⊗K(C0)• K(C)•)
= (K(C)•
= K((K(T )⊗K(C0) K(C))•)
= K(K(T ⊗C0 C)•)
= K(T ⊗C0 C)•.
Thus η is injective because T • ⊗C•0 C• →֒ K(T • ⊗C•0 C•) and (T ⊗C0 C)• →֒
K(T ⊗C0 C)•.
Therefore we have the S-algebra isomorphism
η : T • ⊗C•
0
C• = (T ⊗S · · · ⊗S T )⊗(C0⊗S ···⊗SC0) (C ⊗S · · · ⊗S C)
∼=S (T ⊗C0 C)⊗S · · · ⊗S (T ⊗C0 C) = (T ⊗C0 C)•.
Let (T ⊗C0 C)σi denote T σi ⊗Cσi0 Cσi . We have the following S-algebra isomor-
phisms
(σ1 ⊗σ′1 σ1)⊗S · · · ⊗S (σℓ ⊗σ′ℓ σℓ) : (T ⊗C0 C)• ∼=S (T ⊗C0 C)#,
where σ′i denotes the restriction of σi to C0 and (T⊗C0C)# denotes (T ⊗C0C)σ1⊗S
· · · ⊗S (T ⊗C0 C)σℓ ,
and similarly
(σ1 ⊗S · · · ⊗S σℓ)⊗(σ′1⊗S ···⊗Sσ′ℓ) (σ1 ⊗S · · · ⊗S σℓ) : T • ⊗C•0 C• ∼=S T# ⊗C#0 C
#.
Hence
T# ⊗C#0 C
# ∼=S T • ⊗C•0 C• ∼=S (T ⊗C0 C)• ∼=S (T ⊗C0 C)# (+).
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(iii) Since T ⊗C0 C and S are integral domains (cf.(ii)), we have T#⊗C#0 C
# ∼=S
(T ⊗C0 C)# ⊆ K((T ⊗C0 C)#) = K(T ⊗C0 C)# ∼=S K(T# ⊗C#0 C
#) by Remark
A.20. Therefore
T# ⊗C#0 C
# →֒ K(T# ⊗C#0 C
#).
Since S, T , C0 and T ⊗C0 C are integral domains, we can see that the canonical ho-
momorphism T → T⊗C0C is injective and hence that the canonical homomorphism
K(T#)→ K((T ⊗C0 C)#) = K(T ⊗C0 C)# is also injective.
Note that the above (+) yields that K((T ⊗C0 C)#) = K(T ⊗C0 C)# ∼=S
K(T# ⊗C#0 C
#) by Remark A.20. Thus it follows that the canonical homomor-
phism T# → K(T#)→ K((T ⊗C0 C)#) = K(T# ⊗C#0 C
#) is injective, which also
show that the canonical homomorphism T# → T# ⊗C#0 C
# is injective.
Since an e´tale (hence flat) homomorphism preserves non-zero-divisors, we get
S →֒ K(S) →֒ K(T#).
Therefore by Lemma 2.2(3) we have
T# ∩K(S) = S.
Note that
S →֒ T# →֒ T# ⊗C#0 C
# = (T ⊗C0 C)#
and
K(S) →֒ K(T#) →֒ K(T# ⊗C#0 C
#) = K(C)# (∗∗).
Since T#⊗C#0 C
# is finite over the Noetherian normal ring T#, noting that T#
is a regular ring and S is a UFD, we have
(T# ⊗C#0 C
#) ∩K(T#) = T#
by Lemma 2.2(2) together with (∗∗).
Thus we have (T# ⊗C#0 C
#) ∩K(S) = (T# ⊗C#0 C
#) ∩K(T#) ∩K(S) = T# ∩
K(S) = S. Therefore
(T# ⊗C#0 C
#) ∩K(S) = S (++).
(iv) Let ∆′C : C
# → C (cσ11 ⊗S · · · ⊗S cσℓℓ 7→ cσ11 · · · cσℓℓ (ci ∈ C)) be an S-
homomorphism. Noting that C is a Galois extension of S, ∆′C is surjective. More-
over ∆′C is a C
#
0 -algebra homomorphism. Indeed, δ
′ = [C#0 → C] = [C#0
j#−−→
C#
∆′C−−→ C] = ∆′C ·j#. Here a C#0 -algebra structure of C is defined by δ′ : C#0 → C,
and a C#-algebra structure of C is defined by ∆′C as in the last part of (2).
Then we have a surjective C#0 -algebra homomorphism :
T# ⊗C#0 C
#
id
T#
⊗
C
#
0
∆′C
−−−−−−−−−→ T# ⊗C#0 C. (∗ ∗ ∗).
Recall that the integral domain S is contained in both T#⊗C#0 C
# and T#⊗C#0 C
canonically by (i), which can also be extended K(S) →֒ K(T#⊗C#0 C
#) = K(C)#
and K(S) →֒ K(T# ⊗C#0 C) = K(C) canonically by (∗∗) (See also (2)).
Sublemma. T ⊗C0 C is a Noetherian normal domain and T# ⊗C#0 C
# is a
Noetherian normal ring.
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(Proof.) Since S →֒ C0 →֒ T is e´tale, C0 →֒ T is an open immersion by Lemma
A.14 and hence it is e´tale,. Thus C = C0 ⊗C0 C → T ⊗C0 C is e´tale by Lemma
A.16(iii). Since C is normal, T ⊗C0 C is normal by Lemma A.19. Next, since
C = C0⊗C0 C → T ⊗C0 C is e´tale, C# → (T ⊗C0 C)# is e´tale by Lemma A.16(iv).
So the normality of C# implies that (T ⊗C0 C)# ∼=S T# ⊗C#0 C
# is a Noetherian
normal ring Lemma A.19.
So the above Sublemma yields that T# ⊗C#0 C
# is a finite direct product of
Noetherian regular domains as is seen in Remark 2.1. It is clear that K(T# ⊗C#0
C#) ∼=K(S) K(C) × · · · × K(C). Since T# ⊗C#0 C(∼= D) is a Noetherian regular
domain (See (1) and (2)) with K(T# ⊗C#0 C) = K(D) = K(C) and the canonical
homomorphism T# ⊗C#0 C
# → T# ⊗C#0 C is surjective, T
# ⊗C#0 C is isomorphic
to a direct product component of T# ⊗C#0 C
#.
Then there exist idempotents e1, e2 of T
# ⊗C#0 C
# such that 1 = e1 + e2, e
2
i =
ei, e1e2 = 0 and e1(T
# ⊗C#0 C
#) ∼= T# ⊗C#0 C.
Noting (∗∗), we write K(S) = e1K(S) + e2K(S) (i.e., K(S) ∋ s′ = e1s′ + e2s′)
in K(T# ⊗C#0 C
#) = e1K(T
# ⊗C#0 C
#) + e2K(T
# ⊗C#0 C
#). (Note that if η ∈
K(T#⊗C#0 C
#) is expressed as e1η
′+e2η
′′ with η′, η′′ ∈ K(T#⊗C#0 C
#) then e1η =
e1η
′, e2η = e2η
′′ and hence η = e1η+e2η.) So (T
#⊗C#0 C
#)∩K(S) = (e1(T#⊗C#0
C#) + e2(T
# ⊗C#0 C
#)) ∩ (e1K(S) + e2K(S)) = (e1(T# ⊗C#0 C
#) ∩ e1K(S)) +
(e2(T
# ⊗C#0 C
#) ∩ e2K(S)). Thus e1((T# ⊗C#0 C
#) ∩ K(S)) = e1(e1(T# ⊗C#0
C#) ∩ e1K(S)) + e1(e2(T# ⊗C#0 C
#) ∩ e2K(S)) = e1(T# ⊗C#0 C
#) ∩ e1K(S). It
follows from (++) that e1S = e1((T
#⊗C#0 C
#)∩K(S)) = e1(T#⊗C#0 C
#)∩e1K(S).
Thus we have the following commutative diagram of rings :
e1S
iso.−−→ S
|| ⋂ |
e1(T
# ⊗C#0 C
#) ∩ e1K(S) iso.−−→ (T# ⊗C#0 C) ∩K(S),
which yields (T# ⊗C#0 C) ∩K(S) = S.
Therefore we have
(T# ⊗C#0 C)
× ∩ S = S×
by Lemma 2.2(1).
(4) Since D ∼=S T# ⊗C#0 C by (2), we have D
× ∩ S = S× by (3). Since L = K(D)
is a Galois extension of K(S) and D is e´tale over S by (1), it follows that S = D
by Proposition 2.4. We have T = S because S ⊆ T ⊆ D. We have proved
Theorem. 
Theorem 2.5 yields the Jacobian Conjecture as a special case.
Corollary 2.6 (The Jacobian Conjecture). Let T := k[X1, . . . , Xn] be a polynomial
ring over a field k of characteristic zero, and let S := k[f1, . . . , fn] ⊆ T be a k-
subalgebra of T . If det(∂fi/∂Xj) is a nonzero constant, then S = T .
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Proof. We may assume that k is algebraically closed. The ring S is a polynomial
ring over k and S →֒ T is unramified by Remark A.1. It is clear that T×∩S = S×.
Moreover a polynomial ring S is simply connected by Proposition A.2 and is a
regular UFD. Thus we have T = S by Theorem 2.5. 
3. A Generalization of The Jacobian Conjecture
Corollary 2.6 can be generalized as follows :
Theorem 3.1. Let A be an integral domain whose quotient field K(A) is of char-
acteristic zero. Let f1, . . . , fn be elements of a polynomial ring A[X1, . . . , Xn] such
that
fi = Xi + (higher degree terms) (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
If K(A)[X1, . . . , Xn] = K(A)[f1, . . . , fn], then A[X1, . . . , Xn] = A[f1, . . . , fn].
Proof. It suffices to prove X1, . . . , Xn ∈ A[f1, . . . , fn].
We introduce a linear order in the set {k := (k1, . . . , kn)|kr ∈ Z≥0 (1 ≤ r ≤ n)}
of lattice points in R≥0
n (where R denotes the field of real numbers) in the following
way :
k = (k1, . . . , kn) > j = (j1, . . . , jn) if kr > jr for the first index r with ir 6= jr.
(This order is so-called the lexicographic order in Z≥0
n).
Claim. Let F (s) :=
∑s
j=0 cjf
j1
1 · · · f jnn ∈ A[X1, . . . , Xn] with cj ∈ K(A). Then
cj ∈ A (0 ≤ j ≤ s.)
(Proof.) If s = 0(= (0, . . . , 0)), then F (0) = c0 ∈ A.
Suppose that for k < s, cj ∈ A (0 ≤ j ≤ k) by induction. Then F (k) ∈
A[X1, . . . , Xn] and F (s) − F (k) = G :=
∑s
j>k cjf
j1
1 · · · f jnn ∈ A[X1, . . . , Xn]. Let
k′ = (k′1, . . . , k
′
n) be the next member of k (with k = (k1, . . . , kn) < (k
′
1, . . . , k
′
n) =
k′). We must show ck′ ∈ A. Note that F (s) = F (k) + G. Though the monomial
X
k′1
1 · · ·Xk
′
n
n with some coefficient in K(A) maybe appears in F (k), it does not ap-
pear in G−ck′Xk
′
1
1 · · ·Xk
′
n
n by the assumption (∗). Hence the coefficient of the mono-
mial X
k′1
1 · · ·Xk
′
n
n in F (s) is a form b+ck′ with b ∈ A because F (k) ∈ A[X1, . . . , Xn].
Since F (s) ∈ A[X1, . . . , Xn], we have b + ck′ ∈ A and hence ck′ ∈ A. Therefore we
have proved our Claim by induction.
Next, considering K(A)[X1, . . . , Xn] = K(A)[f1, . . . , fn], we have
X1 =
∑
cjf
j1
1 · · · f inn
with cj ∈ A by Claim above. Consequently, X1 is in A[f1, . . . , fn]. Similarly
X2, . . . , Xn are in A[f1, . . . , fn] and the assertion is proved completely. Therefore
A[f1, . . . , fn] = A[X1, . . . , Xn]. 
The Jacobian Conjecture for n-variables can be generalized as follows.
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Corollary 3.2 (Generalized Jacobian Conjecture). Let A be an integral domain
whose quotient field K(A) is of characteristic zero. Let f1, . . . , fn be elements of a
polynomial ring A[X1, . . . , Xn] such that the Jacobian det(∂fi/∂Xj) is a nonzero
constant. Then A[X1, . . . , Xn] = A[f1, . . . , fn].
Proof. We know that K(A)[X1, . . . , Xn] = K(A)[f1, . . . , fn] by Corollary 2.6. It
suffices to prove X1, . . . , Xn ∈ A[f1, . . . , fn]. We may assume that fi (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
have no constant term. Since fi ∈ A[f1, . . . , fn],
fi = ai1X1 + . . .+ ainXn + (higher degree terms)
with aij ∈ A, where (aij) = (∂fi/∂Xj)(0, . . . , 0). The assumption implies that the
determinant of the matrix (aij) is a unit in A. Let
Yi = ai1X1 + . . .+ ainXn (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
Then A[X1, . . . , Xn] = A[Y1, . . . , Yn] and fi = Yi + (higher degree terms). So to
prove the assertion, we can assume that without loss of generality
fi = Xi + (higher degree terms) (1 ≤ i ≤ n) (∗).
Therefore by Theorem 3.1 we have A[f1, . . . , fn] = A[X1, . . . , Xn]. 
Example 3.3. Let ϕ : An
Z
→ An
Z
be a morphism of affine spaces over Z, the ring
of integers. If the Jacobian J(ϕ) is equal to either ±1, then ϕ is an isomorphism.
Appendix A. Supplements of The Tools Required in §2
Recall the following well-known results, which are required for proving Main
Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.6 in the section 2. We write down them for conve-
nience.
Remark A.1. Let k be a field, let k[X1, . . . , Xn] denote a polynomial ring and let
f1, . . . , fn ∈ k[X1, . . . , Xn]. If the Jacobian det
(
∂fi
∂Xi
)
∈ k×(= k \ (0)), then the
k[X1, . . . , Xn] is unramified over the subring k[f1, . . . , fn]. Consequently f1, . . . , fn
are algebraically independent over k.
In fact, put T = k[X1, . . . , Xn] and S = k[f1, . . . , fn](⊆ T ). We have an exact
sequence by [13, (26.H)]:
ΩS/k ⊗S T v−→ ΩT/k −→ ΩT/S −→ 0,
where
v(dfi ⊗ 1) =
n∑
j=1
∂fi
∂Xj
dXj (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
So det
(
∂fi
∂Xj
)
∈ k× implies that v is an isomorphism. Thus ΩT/S = 0 and hence
T is unramified over S by [4, VI,(3.3)] or [13]. Moreover K(T ) is algebraic over
K(S), which means that f1, . . . , fn are algebraically independent over k.
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The following proposition is related to the simple-connectivity of affine space
Ank (n ∈ N) over a field k of characteristic zero. Its (algebraic) proof is given
without the use of the geometric fundamental group π1( ) after embedding k into
C (the Lefschetz Principle).
Proposition A.2 ([20]). Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic
zero and let B be a polynomial ring k[Y1, . . . , Yn]. Let D be a k-affine domain.
If D is finite e´tale over B then D = B, that is, polynomial rings over a field of
characteristic zero is simply connected.
Remark A.3. Serre’s criterion of normality (Lemma A.18 below) yields that if V
is a normal algebraic variety over C, then dimSing(V ) ≤ dim V − 2, where Sing(V )
denotes the set of the singular points of V , which is an algebraic closed subset of
V . So V \ Sing(V ) can be regarded as a smooth C-manifold and the geometric
fundamental group π1(V ) is isomorphic to π1(V \Sing(V )). Moreover, if π1(V ) = 1
(i.e., V is simply connected as an usual C-topological space), then both V and
V \Sing(V ) are simply connected in the sense of Definition 2 (the scheme-theoretic
definition) (see [SGA 1]).
Lemma A.4 ([4,V5.2)](Generic Flatness)). Let A be a Noetherian domain and
let B be an A-algebra of finite type. Then there exists a non-zero element f of A
such that Bf is free over Af .
Corollary A.5. Let A be a Noetherian normal domain and let B be a finite ex-
tension domain of A. If Bp is free over Ap for all p ∈ Ht1(A), then B is projective
(and hence flat) over A.
Lemma A.6 ([13,(21.D)]). Let (A,m, k) and (B, n, k′) be Noetherian local rings
and φ : A → B a local homomorphism (i.e., φ(m) ⊆ n ). If dimB = dimA +
dimB⊗A k holds and if A and B⊗A k = B/mB are regular, then B is flat over A
and regular.
Proof. If {x1, . . . , xr} is a regular system of parameters of A and if y1, . . . , ys ∈ n
are such that their images form a regular system of parameters of B/mB, then
{ϕ(x1), . . . , ϕ(xr), y1, . . . , ys} generates n, and r + s = dimB. Hence B is reg-
ular. To show flatness, we have only to prove TorA1 (k,B) = 0. The Koszul
complex K∗(x1, . . . , xr ;A) is a free resolution of the A-module k. So we have
TorA1 (k,B) = H1(K∗(x1, . . . , xr;A) ⊗A B) = H1(K∗(x1, . . . , xr;B)). Since the se-
quence ϕ(x1), . . . , ϕ(xr) is a part of a regular system of parameters of B, it is a
B-regular sequence. Thus Hi(K∗(x1, . . . , xr;B)) = 0 for all i > 0. 
Corollary A.7. Let k be a field and let S be a k-affine regular domain. Let R be
a finitely generated ring-extension of S. If R is unramified over S, then R is e´tale
over S.
Proof. We have only to show that R is flat over S. Take any prime ideal P ∈
Spec(R) and put p = P ∩S. Then Sp →֒ RP is a local homomorphism. Since RP is
unramified over Sp, it follows that dimRP = dimSp and RP is regular. Moreover
we have RP ⊗Sp k(p) = RP /(pSp)RP = RP /PRP is a field. So by Lemma A.6, RP
is flat over Sp. Therefore R is flat over S by Corollary A.5. 
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Lemma A.8 ([12]). Let k be a field, let R be a k-affine domain and let L be a
finite algebraic field extension of K(R). Then the integral closure RL of R in L is
finite over R.
Moreover the above lemma can be the generalized as follows.
Lemma A.9 ([13,(31.B)]). Let A be a Noetherian normal domain with quotient
field K, let L be a finite separable extension field of K and let AL denote the integral
closure of A in L. Then AL is finite over A.
Lemma A.10 ([16]). Let k be a field and let V be a k-affine variety defined by
a k-affine ring R (which means a finitely generated algebra over k) and let F be a
closed subset of V defined by an ideal I of R. If the variety V \ F is k-affine, then
F is pure of codimension one. (The converse is not necessarily true!)
The next Lemma is a simple case of [16,(41.5)], so-called “Purity of the rami-
fication locus”.
Lemma A.11 (Purity of the ramification loci). Let C be a finite extension domain
of a Noetherian normal domain S containing the field Q. If, for every prime ideal
P of height one in C, CP is unramified over SS∩P , then C is unramified over S.
Proof. Note that C is a finite separable extension domain of a Noetherian normal
domain S because Q ⊆ S, and that Cp is free over Sp for every height one prime
ideal p of S because Sp is a DVR and Cp is a finite torsion-free Sp-module. By
Corollary A.5, for each maximal ideal m of S, Cm is free Sm-module. Thus Cm
is unramified over Sm by [16,(41.5)], and hence for every prime ideal P of height
one in C, CP is unramified over SS∩P . Thus we conclude that C is unramified over
S. 
The following is somewhat a generalized version of Lemma A.11 (Purity of the
ramification loci).
Lemma A.12 ([4,VI(6.8)]). If ψ : X → Y is a flat cover (i.e., ψ is flat and a
cover), where X and Y are locally Noetherian schemes, then the ramification locus
Sψ of φ has pure codimension 1.
Lemma A.13 ([13,(5,E)]). Let A be a Noetherian normal domain and let B be
a finite Galois extension domain of A with Galois group G. Let P be a prime
ideal of B with q = P ∩ A. Then the set of all prime ideals of B lying over q is
{σ(P ) | σ ∈ G}.
Lemma A.14 ([19,p.42](Zariski’s Main Theorem)). Let A be a ring and let B
be an A-algebra of finite type which is quasi-finite over A. Let A be the integral
closure of A in B. Then the canonical morphism Spec(B) → Spec(A) is an open
immersion.
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Lemma A.15 ([4,VI(3.5)](Le sorite for unramified morphisms)). The following
hold :
(i) Any immersion is unramified.
(ii) The composition g · f of unramified homomorphisms f and g is unramified.
(iii) Any base extension of an unramified homomorphism is unramified.
(iv) The product of unramified morphisms is unramified.
(v) If g · f is an unramified homomorphism, then f is unramified.
(vi) If f is unramified, then fred is unramified.
Lemma A.16 ([4,VI(4.7)](Le sorite for e´tale morphisms)). The following hold :
(i) An open immersion is e´tale.
(ii) The composition g · f of e´tale homomorphisms f and g is e´tale.
(iii) Any base-extension of an e´tale homomorphism is e´tale.
(iv) The product of e´tale morphisms is e´tale.
(v) If g · f is an e´tale homomorphism and if g is an unramified homomorphism,
then f is e´tale.
Corollary A.17. Let R be a ring and let B → C and D → E be e´tale R-algebra
homomorphisms. Then the homomorphism B ⊗R D → C ⊗R E is an e´tale homo-
morphism.
Proof. The homomorphism
B ⊗R D → B ⊗R E → C ⊗R E
is given by the composite of base-extensions. So by Lemma A.16, this composite
homomorphism is e´tale. 
Lemma A.18 ([12.(23.8)](Serre’s Criterion on normality)). Let A be a Noetherian
ring. Consider the following conditions :
(R1) : Ap is regular for all p ∈ Spec(A) with ht(p) ≤ 1 ;
(S2) : depth(Ap) ≥ min(ht(p), 2) for all p ∈ Spec(A).
Then A is a normal ring if and only if A satisfies (R1) and (S2).
The following Lemma follows from Lemma A.18 easily.
Lemma A.19. Let A→ B be an e´tale homomorphism of Noetherian rings A and
B. Then if A is a regular (resp. normal) ring, then so is B.
Remark A.20. Let A, B1 and B2 be integral domains such that A →֒ B1 ∩ B2
and that one of K(B1) and K(B2) is an algebraic extension field of K(A). Then
K(B1 ⊗A B2) = K(B1)⊗K(A) K(B2).
Indeed since K(K(B1) ⊗K(A) K(B2)) = K(B1) ⊗K(A) K(B2) by [15], we have
K(B1 ⊗A B2) = K(K(B1)⊗K(A) K(B2)) = K(B1)⊗K(A) K(B2).
Lemma A.21. Let L be a field and let S,Ai (1 ≤ i ≤ t) be subrings of L. Assume
that S is a regular k-affine domain over a field k, that Ai (1 ≤ i ≤ t) are finitely
generated S-algebras and that the canonical morphism Spec(Ai) → Spec(S) (1 ≤
i ≤ t) is e´tale. Then the canonical morphism Spec(S[⋃ti=1 Ai]) → Spec(S) is also
e´tale.
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Proof. Since S = S ⊗S · · · ⊗S S → A1 ⊗S · · · ⊗S At is e´tale by Corollary A.17. Put
E# := A1⊗S · · ·⊗SAt and E := S[
⋃t
i=1Ai]. Consider an S-algebra homomorphism
E# → E sending a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ at to a1 · · · at (ai ∈ Ai), which is clearly surjective.
Thus Spec(E)→ Spec(E#) is a closed immersion, and hence unramified by Lemma
A.15(i). So [S →֒ E] = [S → E# → E] is unramified by Lemma A.15(ii) because
“e´tale” is flat and unramified. So E is e´tale over S by Corollary A.7. 
Definition A.22 (Radicial). A morphism f : X → Y of schemes is said to be
radicial if it is injective (as a map of underlying topological spaces) and if, for all
x ∈ X , the residue extension k(x)/k(f(x)) is purely inseparable (radicial).
Lemma A.23 ([4,VI(5.3)](Le sortie for radicial morphisms)). The following hold :
(i) Any immersion, (in fact, any monomorphism), is radicial.
(ii) The composition of radicial morphisms is radicial.
(iii) Any base extension of a radicial morphism is radicial.
(iv) The product of radicial morphisms is radicial.
(v) If g · f is radicial, then f is radicial.
(vi) If f is radicial, then fred is radicial.
Lemma A.24 ([4,VI(5.5)). Let X and Y be locally Noetherian schemes. Then a
morphism f : X → Y is an open immersion if and only if f is e´tale and radicial.
Appendix B. Some Comments connected with Main Result
First of all, we emphasize that we do not use the geometric fundamental groups
π1( ) in order to prove our Main Result in §2. For a C-variety V , the geometric fun-
damental group π1(V ) = 1 (i.e., geometrically simply connected) means certainly
that V is simply connected in the sense of Definition 2 in §2.
In Appendix B, the quoted parts from the applicable papers are written in
slanted type. As a (general) rule we quote them without avoiding the confusion of
symbolic notations, for symbolic notations are clearly understood by their contexts.
However a few parts are rewritten carefully without their assertions changed, and
the underlines and (∗ ) in the quoted parts are added by the author.
This Appendix B may be so long as an appendix, but it influences greatly our
Main result.
Just to make sure, we recall the following : In general, a scheme X is called
affine if X is isomorphic to Spec(A) for a ring A, and X is called k-affine or affine
over k (where k is a field) if X is isomorphic to Spec(A) for an affine ring over k
(i.e., A is a k-algebra of finite type over k).
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• Section B.1. Concerning V.S.Kulikov[10].
In [10], V.S.Kulikov considers the following generalization of the Jacobian Con-
jecture :
Problem(GJn) (n > 1): Let X be a simply connected algebraic variety and let
F : X → Cn be a morphism which is e´tale and surjective modulo codimension 2.
Is is true that F is birational ?
(∗α) On the page 351 in [10,§3], V.Kulikov states the following :
Let D ⊆ Cn be a (possibly reducible) algebraic hypersurface, and
let y be a non-singular point of D. Consider a real plane Π ⊆ Cn
intersecting D transversely at y. Let C ⊆ Π be a circle of small
radius with center at y. It is well known that the fundamental
group π1(C
n \D, o) is generated by loops γ of the following form :
γ consists of a path L joining the point o with a point y1 ∈ C, a
loop around y along C beginning and ending at y1, and returning
to o along the path L in the opposite direction. Such loops γ (and
the corresponding elements in π1(C
n \D)) will be called geometric
generators.
We use the same notations as in Problem(GJn). Since F : X → Cn is surjective
modulo codimension 2, there exists a hypersurfaceD ⊆ Cn such that the restriction
X \ F−1(D)→ Cn \D is a geometric covering of d := degree(F ) sheets (in the C-
topology), which is classified by a subgroup G ⊆ π1(Cn \D) of index d. Lefschetz
Theorem implies that π1(C
n \ D) ∼= π1(C2 \ D ∩ C2) by a generic plane section
C2 ⊆ Cn, and thus Problem(GJn) is equivalent to the following :
Problem(FJ): Let D ⊆ C2 be a curve, and let G be a subgroup of finite index
in π1(C
2 \ D, o) generated by geometric generators. Is it true that G necessarily
coincides with π1(C
2 \D, o) ?
V.Kulikov’s answer to (GJ2) (and hence (FJ)) is negative!. He constructs the
following counter-example X → C2 to (GJ2) (See the part (∗β) below). However
it has not been answered whether X is C-affine. (See Question 1 below.)
(∗β) On the pages 355-358 in [10,§3], V.Kulikov asserts the following :
Example : Let D ⊆ P2
C
denote the curve of degree 4 with three
cusps defined by
∑
i6=j X
2
iX
2
j−2
∑
i6=j 6=k 6=iX
2
iXjXk = 0 (cf.[10,p.358]
and [8, Chap.4(4.2)]), which is given by O.Zariski as the small-
est degree curve whose complement has a non-abelian fundamental
group [22,VII §2]. Here π1(P
2
C
\D) is indeed a non-abelian group
of order 12 generated by geometric generators g1, g2 satisfying the
relations :
g21 = g
2
2, g
4
1 = 1, (g1g2)
3 = g21 .
Let L ⊆ P2
C
be a line transversely intersecting D at four points. Then
there exists a canonical exact sequence :
1→ K → π1(C2 \D)→ π1(P2C \D)→ 1,
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where C2 = P2
C
\ L and D = D ∩ C2. Here K ∼= Z is central in
π1(C
2 \ D). Let G be a subgroup of π1(C2 \ D) generated by a
pre-image g1 of g1, which is of index 3 and contains K. (
∗ Precisely
G = 〈g1〉,K = 〈g41〉 ⊆ G and π1(C2 \D) = G ⊔ g1g2G ⊔ (g1g2)2G.
(?)) Then G defines an e´tale morphism F : X → C2, where X
is simply connected variety and F has degree 3 and is surjective
modulo codimension 2 (See (∗γ) below).
The morphism F can be extended to a finite morphism F : X → P2
of a normal variety X, and K (∗ ⊆ G ⊆ π1(C2 \D)) is generated
by the geometric generator represented by a loop around L.
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Therefore there is an exceptional curve E1 of the first kind in X
and X is the projective plane P
2
with a point x = [1 : 1 : 1] ∈ P2
blown up.
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
(∗γ) In order to justify the above example, V.S.Kulikov asserts the following on
the pages 353-4 of [10,§1] :
IfD is a divisor of Cn (n > 1) andG ⊆ π1(Cn\D) is a subgroup of fi-
nite index d generated by a part of the set of geometric generators
(∗ of π1(C
n \D)), then to G there correspond a simply connected
algebraic C-varietyX and an e´tale morphism F : X → Cn of degree
d which is surjective modulo codimension 2.
In fact, according to [H.Grauert and R.Remmert:Komplex Rau¨me,
Math. Ann.136 (1958), 245-318], to G there correspond a nor-
mal variety X and a finite morphism F : X → Cn such that F :
X \F−1(D)→ Cn \D is the unramified covering associated to the
inclusion G ⊆ π1(Cn \D, o).
(∗ Note that F and X here are not the same as the ones
in (∗β) above.)
We pick a base point o ∈ F−1(o) ⊆ X \ F−1(D) so that F ∗ :
π1(X \ F−1(D), o)→ G(⊆ π1(Cn \D, o)) is a group-isomorphism.
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
For a geometric generator γ ∈ F ∗(π1(X \ F−1(D), o)) = G ⊆
π1(C
n \ D, o), we denote Lγ the irreducible component of the di-
visor F
−1
(D) such that γ := F
−1
∗ (γ) is a loop around Lγ . Then
Lγ does not belong to the ramification divisor of the morphism F .
Let L =
⋃
Lγ (union over all geometric generators γ ∈ G), and let
S be a union of the components of the divisor F
−1
(D) not lying in
L, so that F
−1
(D) = L ∪ S. (∗ Here L is not the same as in
(∗β).) Put X := X \ S.
Claim. The variety X = X \ S is simply connected.
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Proof. The embeddingX\F−1(D) ⊂ X\S induces an epimorphism
of groups
π1(X \ F−1(D))→ π1(X \ S)→ 1.
All geometric generators from π1(X \ F−1(D)) lie in the kernel of
this epimorphism. On the other hand, π1(X \F−1(D)) is generated
by geometric generators. Hence π1(X \ S) is trivial. (∗ So X is
simply connected.)
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
He closed his argument by showing F = F |X : X = X \ S → C2 is e´tale and
surjective modulo codimension 2. But it is left without proof in (∗β) and (∗γ)
that X is a C-affine variety.
Noting that geometric fundamental groups π1( ) depend only on topological
spaces ( ) in the usual C-topology, by the same reason of asserting “an epimor-
phism” above the group-homomorphism π1(X \ S) → π1(X) induced from the
inclusion X \ S →֒ X is an epimorphism and hence π1(X) is trivial, that is, X is
simply connected.
(∗δ) In page 353[10,§1]), V.S.Kulikov also asserts the following :
Lemma. Let L be a hypersurface in a simply connected variety
V . Then π1(V \ L) is generated by geometric generators (loops
aground L).
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
A (usual) loop in a topological space X means a continuous map ω : [0, 1]→ X
with ω(0) = ω(1). A geometric generator (named by V.S.Kulikov) seems to mean
a loop turning once around an obstruction (See (∗δ)).
Geometric generators in Cn \ D with an algebraic hypersurface D (possibly
reducible) of Cn is certainly defined on the page 351 of [10](See (∗α). But we
can not find a general definition of geometric generators in V \ H or π1(V \ H),
where V is a (even simply connected affine) variety over C and H is an algebraic
hypersurface (possibly reducible) of V , which should be given. Inferring from the
proof of V.S.Kulikov’s Lemma above, we can guess its definition, but it is not clear.
For instance, let M be the closure of the Riemann surface M ′ of z
1
2 defined by
π′ : M ′ → C (z 7→ z2). The morphism π′ can be extended to π : M → C, which is
ramified at {0}, and {0} is the singular point in M . Then π′ : M \ {0} → C \ {0}
is a C-topological covering, and 2Z ∼= π′∗(π1(M \ {0})) ⊆ π1(C \ {0}) ∼= Z by the
injection π′∗. Since M is simply connected and {0} is a hypersurface, π1(D \ {0}) is
generated by a geometric generator according to V.S.Kulikov’s Lemma (See (∗δ)
above). But π1(D \ {0}) is indeed generated by a loop around {0}. Is this loop a
geometric generator of π1(D \ {0}) ? This question occurs from lack of a definition
on geometric generators in a general topological space (or even in an algebraic
variety) over C.
So we want to ask the following question :
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Question 0: Let V be a (simply connected) normal algebraic C-variety and let H
be an effective divisor in V . What is the definition of “a geometric generator” in
V \H or π1(V \H) ?
The next question is :
Question 1: In the assertion in (∗γ) above, is X = X \ S a C-affine variety ?
Question 2: In general, if H be an effective divisor of a simply connected normal
C-affine algebraic variety V , when can π1(V \ H) = 1 ? That is, when is V \ H
simply connected ?
Considering Theorem of van Kampen (which is seen in a text book on Topology
Theory (e.g.,[8, Chap.4(2.17)])), an answer to Question 2 above will come out
from the one to the following question :
Question 2’: If H be a hypersurface of a simply connected normal C-affine al-
gebraic variety V , when can V \ H be simply connected ? Is the answer that
π1(V \H) 6= 1 ?
Finally we remark that V.S.Kulikov[10] asserts that the surface X in Example
in (∗β) above is transformed into the Kulikov surface (named by K.Adjamagbo)
which will be mentioned in the next Section B.2 by K.Adjamagbo.
• Section B.2. Concerning K.Adjamagbo[2]
K.Adjamagbo [2] informed us the following (under his notations):
Let P = [1 : 1 : 1] ∈ P2 = P2
C
, (X1, X2, X3) a system of indetermi-
nates over C, Qi = 3X
2
i −X1X2 −X1X3 −X2X3 for (1 ≤ i ≤ 3),
three quadratic forms defining three conics passing through P , φ
the morphism from P2 \{P} to P2 whose homogeneous components
are defined by the three previous forms, R the Zariski closure in P2
of the set of ramification points of φ, which is the cubic with a node
at P defined by the form
∑
i6=j X
2
iXj−6X1X2X3, Q the generic (∗
general) linear combination with complex coefficients of the three
previous formsQ1, Q2 and Q3, C the conic of P
2 defined by Q, pass-
ing by P and meeting transversely the cubic R at each point of their
intersection (∗ including P ? ), and such that the image by φ of the
complement of C in P2 is contained in the complement in P2 of a line
L of P2, σ : P˜2 → P2 the blowing-up at the point P of P2, E the ex-
ceptional curve of P˜2 (i.e., σ−1(P )), R˜ the strict transform of R by
σ, i.e., the irreducible curve of P˜2 such that σ−1(R) = E∪R˜, C˜ the
the strict transform of C by σ, i.e., the irreducible curve of P˜2 such
that σ−1(C) = E ∪ C˜, and S(R,C, P ) the complement of R˜ ∪ C˜ in
P˜2. Then the rational map φ·σ : P˜2 σ−→ P2 φ−→ P2 induces an unram-
ified morphism FS(R,C,P ) : S(R,C, P ) → P2 \ L ∼= C2, which is of
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geometric degree 3 and called the Kulikov morphism on S(R,C, P ).
(∗ Note that P˜2 \ E ∼= P2 \ {P} by σ and that P˜2 \ E →֒ P˜2. Then
1 = π1(P
2) = π1(P
2 \ {P}) ∼= π1(P˜2 \ E) onto−−−→ π1(P˜2). Hence P˜2 is
a simply connected non-singular projective C-variety.)
V.S.Kulikov asserts that the Kulikov surface S(R,C, P ) (which is called such
by K.Adjamagbo) is isomorphic to X in Example in Section B.1(∗β) above.
K.Adjamagbo asserts the following properties of S(R,C, P ) :
(i) affine over C, non-singular, rational and factorial,
(ii) simply connected,
(iii) all its invertible regular functions are constant,
(iv) the Kulikov morphism FS(R,C,P ) : S(R,C, P ) → C2([10]) is
unramified (e´tale),
(v) FS(R,C,P ) is of geometric degree 3.
These properties except for (ii) and (v) are seen in K.Adjamagbo [2], explicitly.
And the property (iii) is due to (ii) as he explains.
No explicit proof of the simple connectivity (ii) of S(R,C, P ) seem to appear in
[2], in spite of its concrete construction. Its proof should not depend on V.Kulikov[10]
(cf. Example in Section B.1(∗β) above, which is based on the surface seen in
O.Zariski[22], where he uses Topology Theory) unless it is proved that the
variety X of Example in Section B.1(∗β) is isomorphic to S(R,C, P ). (A
more precise discussion about the geometric fundamental group of the complement
of a three-cuspidal quartic curve in P2
C
appears in [8, pp.131-133]). A concrete
proof (in Theory of Algebraic Geometry or Topology Theory) should be given.
So to make sure the truth, we want to ask the following question :
Question 3: How is the variety X of Example in Section B.1(∗β) isomorphic
to S(R,C, P ) ? Especially how is the surface S(R,C, P ) really simply connected ?
How is FS(R,C,P ) of geometric degree 3 ?
Now we discuss Question 3 in more detail to make sure.
From now on, suppose that Question 3 is completely answered.
We put
x := X1, y := X2, z := X3
and
u := 3x2 − xy − yz − zx, v := 3y2 − xy − yz − zx, w := 3z2 − xy − yz − zx
for convenience.
Let P2x,y,z and P
2
u,v,w denote P
2, where (x, y, z), (u, v, w) are systems of in-
determinates over C, respectively, that is, P2x,y,z = ProjC[x, y, z] and P
2
u,v,w =
ProjC[u, v, w]. The morphism φ is defined by P2x,y,z \ {[1 : 1 : 1]} ∋ [x : y : z] 7→
[3x2−xy−yz−zx : 3y2−xy−yz−zx : 3z2−xy−yz−zx] = [u : v : w] ∈ P2u,v,w and
the Zariski closure R of its ramification locus in P2x,y,z is defined by x
2y + xy2 +
x2z + y2z + xz2 + yz2 − 6xyz = 0, and the Zariski closure B of its branch locus
φ(R \ {[1 : 1 : 1]}) ⊆ P2u,v,w (which corresponds to D in Example of Section
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B.1) is defined by u2v2 + v2w2 + w2u2 − 2uvw(u + v + w) = 0. The curve
B = φ(R \ {[1 : 1 : 1]}) is of degree 4 with three cuspidal singularities.
Note that
u2v2+ v2w2 +w2u2− 2uvw(u+ v+w) = (3x2− xy− yz− zx)2(3y2− xy− yz−
zx)2+(3y2−xy−yz−zx)2(3z2−xy−yz−zx)2+(3z2−xy−yz−zx)2(3x2−xy−
yz − zx)2 − 2(3x2 − xy − yz − zx)(3y2 − xy − yz − zx)(3z2 − xy − yz − zx)(3x2 −
xy− yz − zx+3y2− xy− yz− zx+3z2− xy− yz− zx) = 12(xy+ xz + yz)(x2y+
xy2 + x2z − 6xyz + y2z + xz2 + yz2)2.
Hence
u2v2 + v2w2 + w2u2 − 2uvw(u+ v + w)
= 12(xy + xz + yz)(x2y+ xy2 + x2z + y2z + xz2 + yz2 − 6xyz)2 (∗).
This means that for the inclusion φ∗ : C[u, v, w] →֒ C[x, y, z],
(u2v2 + v2w2 + w2u2 − 2uvw(u+ v + w))C[x, y, z]
= (xy + xz + yz)(x2y + xy2 + x2z + y2z + xz2 + yz2 − 6xyz)2C[x, y, z]
Consider the solutions of the following simultaneous equation :

u = u(x, y, z) = 3x2 − xy − yz − zx = 1
v = v(x, y, z) = 3y2 − xy − yz − zx = 0 (#)
w = w(x, y, z) = 3z2 − xy − yz − zx = −1.
Note that for k ∈ C \ {0},
u(kx, ky, kz) = k2u(x, y, z), v(kx, ky, kz) = k2v(x, y, z), w(kx, ky, kz) = k2w(x, y, z),
which yields
φ([kx : ky : kz]) = [u(kx, ky, kz) : v(kx, ky, kz) : w(kx, ky, kz)]
= [k2u(x, y, z) : k2v(x, y, z) : k2w(x, y, z)]
= [u(x, y, z) : v(x, y, z) : w(x, y, z)]
= φ([x : y : z]).
So we may consider the above concrete equation (#).
Remark. In general, an equation X2 = α (α ∈ C \ {0}) has 2 solutions in C.
Let
√
α denote one of them. Then the other is −√α. (Indeed, if α = reθi with
r ∈ R+, −π ≤ θ < π then the solutions are given by
√
re
θ
2
i and
√
re(
θ
2
+π)i(=
−√re θ2 i).)
By “MATHEMATICA”,
the simultaneous equation :
Solve[{3x2 − xy − yz − zx == 1,
3y2 − xy − yz − zx == 0,
3z2 − xy − yz − zx == −1}, {x, y, z}]
has only the following distinct 4 solutions in C :
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
x1 =
1
42
(
−
√
−12− i√3− 4i
√
3
(−12− i√3))
y1 =
1
42
(
2
√
−12− i√3 + i
√
3
(−12− i√3))
z1 = − 16
√
−12− i√3
x2 =
1
42
(√
−12− i√3 + 4i
√
3
(−12− i√3))
y2 =
1
42
(
−2
√
−12− i√3− i
√
3
(−12− i√3))
z2 =
1
6
√
−12− i√3
x3 =
1
42
(√
−12 + i√3− 4i
√
3
(−12 + i√3))
y3 =
1
42
(
−2
√
−12 + i√3 + i
√
3
(−12 + i√3))
z3 =
1
6
√
−12 + i√3
x4 =
1
42
(
−
√
−12 + i√3 + 4i
√
3
(−12 + i√3))
y4 =
1
42
(
2
√
−12 + i√3− i
√
3
(−12 + i√3))
z4 = − 16
√
−12 + i√3
where i =
√−1 ∈ C.
Note that the set of these solutions (xj , yj , zj) are independent of the choices
of i =
√−1, √3 and
√
−12 + i√3 as complex numbers up to numbering j (See
Remark above).
By “MATHEMATICA”,
NSolve[{3x2 − xy − yz − zx == 1,
3y2 − xy − yz − zx == 0,
3z2 − xy − yz − zx == −1}, {x, y, z}]
these solutions are approximated as
x1 ≈ −0.578844− 0.0415591i
y1 ≈ 0.155101+ 0.155101i
z1 ≈ −0.0415591− 0.578844i
x2 ≈ 0.578844+ 0.0415591i
y2 ≈ −0.155101− 0.155101i
z2 ≈ 0.0415591+ 0.578844i
x3 ≈ 0.578844− 0.0415591i
y3 ≈ −0.155101+ 0.155101i
z3 ≈ 0.0415591− 0.578844i
x4 ≈ −0.578844+ 0.0415591i
y4 ≈ 0.155101− 0.155101i
z4 ≈ −0.0415591+ 0.578844i.
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It is clear that
(x1, y1, z1) = −(x2, y2, z2),
(x3, y3, z3) = −(x4, y4, z4).
Therefore the geometric fiber φ−1([1 : 0 : −1]) in P2x,y,z \ {[1 : 1 : 1]} consists of
distinct two points :
[x1 : y1 : z1] =
[
1 + i4
√
3
7
:
−2− i√3
7
: 1
]
[x3 : y3 : z3] =
[
1− i4√3
7
:
−2 + i√3
7
: 1
]
.
We can see easily the following :
If u→ 1, v → 0, w→ −1, then u2v2+ v2w2+w2u2− 2uvw(u+ v+w)→ 1. So
the point [1 : 0 : −1] is not in B, that is, it is a non-branch point of φ in P2u,v,w. This
means that the geometric fiber of the morphism φ : P2x,y,z \ {[1 : 1 : 1]} → P2u,v,w at
the non-branch point [1 : 0 : −1] (by (∗) above) consists of exactly two unramified
points [x1 : y1 : z1], [x3 : y3 : z3] ∈ P2x,y,z \ {[1 : 1 : 1]}.
Notation. For α ∈ C, let α¯ denote its conjugate (i.e., if α = a+ bi (a, b ∈ R),
then α¯ = a− bi, where i = √−1).
We confirm that φ−1([1 : 0 : −1]) = {[x1 : y1 : z1], [x3 : y3 : z3]} without
“MATHEMATICA”. The (x1, y1, z1), (x3, y3, z3) certainly satisfy the equation (#).
Suppose there exists the other solution (x0, y0, z0). Then (x¯0, y¯0, z¯0) is also a
solution of the equation (#). Each fiber of φ consists of at most 3 points because the
degree of φ is 3. So [x0 : y0 : z0] = [x¯0 : y¯0 : z¯0], that is, (x0, y0, z0) = β(x¯0, y¯0, z¯0)
for some β ∈ C. Since |x0| = |β||x¯0|, we have |β| = 1. Put β = eθi. We can write :
x0 = |x0|eθxi, y0 = |y0|eθyi and z0 = |z0|eθzi, where θx = arg(x0), θy = arg(y0) and
θz = arg(z0). Then we have e
θxi = eθie−θxi, eθyi = eθie−θyi and eθzi = eθie−θzi,
which yields that x0 = |x0|e( 12 θ+kπ)i, y0 = |y0|e( 12 θ+kπ)i and z0 = |z0|e( 12 θ+kπ)i,
where k = 0 or 1, respectively. So in any way they are all on a line passing by the
origin 0 in the complex plane C ; they can not became vertices of a regular triangle.
By the way, it is easy to see that the triangle ∆x0y0z0 on the complex plane C is a
regular triangle because x0, y0, z0 satisfy the equation x
2+y2+z2−xy−yz−zx = 0
which is induced by (#). This does not occur. Therefore we can conclude that the
solutions of the equation (#) are exactly [x1 : y1 : z1], [x3 : y3 : z3] in P
2
x,y,z.
Put φ˜ : P˜2
σ−→ P2x,y,z
φ−→ P2u,v,w, which is a rational map.
N.B. V.S.Kulikov [10,§3] asserts that X = P˜2 and F : X
φ˜−→ P2u,v,w is a finite
morphism (See Section B.1(∗β) mentioned above).
Note here that the restriction of σ gives σ′ : P˜2 \ E ∼= P2x,y,z \ {[1 : 1 : 1]}.
Since [1 : 1 : 1] ∈ R ⊆ φ−1(B) ⊆ P2x,y,z and E ⊆ (φ · σ)−1(B) ⊆ P˜2, putting the
restrictions φ′ and φ˜′, the morphism φ˜′ : P˜2 \ (φ · σ)−1(B) σ
′
= P2x,y,z \ φ−1(B) φ
′
−→
P2u,v,w\B is a C-topological covering (if φ˜′ is a morphism as stated by V.S.Kulikov).
The morphism φ˜′ has the geometric fiber at the non-branch point [1 : 0 : −1]
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consisting of only distinct two unramified points σ−1([x1 : y1 : z1]) and σ
−1([x3 :
y3 : z3]). Thus #φ˜′
−1
([1 : 0 : −1]) = 2. We can apply this argument to the points
[0 : 1 : −1] and [1 : −1 : 0] in P2u,v,w by symmetry. Moreover we can see by “
MATHEMATICA” that all points on the line V+(u+ v + w)(⊆ P2u,v,w) defined by
the equation u + v + w = 0 in P2u,v,w have the same properties above that are
argued for the point [1 : 0 : −1]. Namely, for any point T on V+(u+ v+w), we get
#φ˜′
−1
(T ) = 2.
Consider the following simultaneous equation :{
u2v2 + v2w2 + w2u2 − 2uvw(u+ v + w) = 0
u+ v + w = 0.
Then the solution is obtained by an easy computation and is written as points in
P2u,v,w as follows :
[1 : ω : ω2], [ω2 : ω : 1],
where ω denotes the 3rd root of unity (i,e,. ω3 = 1 (ω 6= 1)). This implies that the
line V+(u+ v +w) intersects B (= V+(u
2v2 + v2w2 +w2u2 − 2uvw(u+ v +w)) at
only two points in P2u,v,w.
In Section B.1(∗β), the line L given by V.Kulikov intersects B (= D) trans-
versely at the four points (See also the first paragraph quoted in this Section B.2).
So the line V+(u+ v+w) is deferent from L and V+(u+ v+w) \L 6= ∅. Therefore
even if P2u,v,w \V+(u+v+w) ≈ C2, we can not use V+(u+v+w) as L, which means
that the morphism FS(R,C,P ) : S(R,C, P )→ C2 = P2u,v,w \ L, where P = [1 : 1 : 1]
and C are given by K.Adjamagbo (see the first paragraph), has a fiber consisting
of distinct two unramified points. However a fiber of FS(R,C,P ) consists of exactly
either one unramified point or three unramified points by construction because
deg(FS(R,C,P )) = 3. This gives us something strange.
(In addition, for a lot of points in P2u,v,w\B, their fibers of φ˜′ consist distinct three
unramified points in P˜2 \ (φ · σ)−1(B)(∼= P2x,y,z \ φ−1(B) by σ) by “MATHEMAT-
ICA”; e.g. for [1 : 1 : 1] ∈ P2u,v,w \B, the fiber φ−1([1 : 1 : 1]) = {[− 12 : − 12 : 12 ], [ 12 :
− 12 : 12 ], [− 12 : 12 : 12 ]}, all of which are unramified points in P2x,y,z \ {[1 : 1 : 1]}.)
This phenomenon shows that φ˜′ is never a topological covering.
This is a reason why we inquire Question 3.
( Note that by (∗) we see that φ−1(B)\R ⊆ P2x,y,z is defined by xy+yz+zx = 0.)
Is the argument above something wrong ? Does our “MATHEMATICA” do a
wrong operation ? Please check these solutions of the simultaneous equation.
• Section B.3. Concerning F.Oort[18]
F.Oort[18,§1 and §5] informed us of the interesting result.
In this Section, we assume that
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“ every algebraic variety is defined over C ”.
He asserts the following statements which are rewritten according to the above
assumption (under almost all of his notations except for ( )
×
(resp. C) instead of
( )
∗
(resp. k)) :
In [18,§1],
(1.2) Let L be a “function field in one variable” over C (i.e., C ⊆ L
is an extension of fields of finite type, of transcendence degree one).
We write C for the (unique) algebraic curve defined over C, com-
plete (∗ hence projective), absolutely irreducible and nonsingular
with field of rational functions K(C) = L. Let ΣL be the set of
(equivalence classes of non-trivial) discrete valuations on L which
are trivial on C. Note that an element of ΣL corresponds with a
point of C.
Suppose S ⊆ ΣL is a chosen finite set of points on C, and C0 =
C \ S. We write
RS :=
⋂
v 6∈S
OC,v.
If #(S) > 0, this C0 is an affine curve over C (∗ cf.[H,II(4.1)])
with coordinate (∗ C-affine) ring K[C0] = RS .
Definition: A (ramified) cover ϕ : C → D (∗ i.e., ϕ is finite)
of algebraic curves (over C) is called simple if for every T ∈ D the
number of geometric points of ϕ−1({T }) is at least deg(ϕ)−1 ; i.e.,
the cover’s ramification is at most of degree 2, and 2 ramification
points of ϕ in C do not map to the same point of D.
If ϕ : C → D is a cover over C, we denote by S = S(ϕ) = Sϕ
the support of the different of ϕ, i.e., the set of points in C where
ϕ is ramified. If moreover P ∈ D, we write Sϕ,P for the set of
points on C either ramified under ϕ or mapping onto P ( i.e.,
Sϕ,P = S(ϕ) ∪ Supp(ϕ−1({P})), and RSϕ,P for the corresponding
coordinate ring K[C0] of C0 = C \ Sϕ,P .
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
In [18,§5],
5.1. Theorem: Suppose given integers g and d with d > g ≥ 2.
Then there exists a complete (absolutely irreducible and nonsingu-
lar) curve C defined over C and a morphism
ϕ : C −→ P1C, and P ∈ P1C
such that :
• ϕ is a simple cover,
• deg(ϕ) = d and genus(C) = g,
• R×Sϕ,P = C×.
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5.2 Corollary: For every d ∈ Z≥3, there exist a cover C0
π : C0 −→ A1C
such that :
• π is surjective (∗ and of degree d),
• π is e´tale,
• K[C0]× = R×Sϕ,P = C×.
(∗ C0 := C \ Sϕ,P is C-affine, A1C = P1C \ {P} and π = ϕ|C0 in
5.1.Theorem.)
In order to show the existence of such C (and C0) in the section 6 of [18], he
uses “Theory of Moduli” which is studied in [F].
He asserts the following in the proof of 5.1.Theorem :
6. The proof of 5.1.Theorem.
In this section we fix an integer g (the genus of C), and integer
d (the degree of the morphism ϕ of complete curves, or the degree
of π = ϕ0 of affine curves over C), and we suppose d > g ≥ 2. We
write w = 2g−2+2d (the number of ramification points in a simple
covering).
6.1. Some moduli spaces.
We write :
X −→ R× P1C −→ H −→ (∗ Spec(C))
for the following moduli spaces and forgetful morphisms :
Let H denote the Hurwitz scheme : points of this correspond
with (isomorphic classes of) simple covers ϕ : C → P1
C
, where
the genus g, the degree of ϕ equals d, and hence the number of
ramification points in C, equal to the number of branch points
in P1
C
, and this number is equal to w = 2g − 2 + 2d (∗ See also
[F,8.1.Proposition]). The functor of simple covers is representable,
i.e., H exists, and it is a fine moduli scheme, the functor and this
scheme denoted by H = Hd,w in [F].
We write [ϕ] ∈ H for the corresponding point in this Hurwitz
scheme.
We denote by R the scheme representing the functor of simple
covers with the ramification points marked, i.e., a point of R is
an isomorphism class of (ϕ,Q1, . . . , Qw), where [ϕ] ∈ H and the
different of ϕ equals
∑
iQi,
[(ϕ,Q1, . . . , Qw)] ∈ R.
This functor is representable. Note : if 1 ≤ s < t ≤ w then
Qs 6= Qt.
We denote by X the scheme representing the functor of simple
covers with the ramification points marked and the fiber over a
point P ∈ P1
C
numbered, i.e.,
[(ϕ,Q1, . . . , Qw, P1, . . . , Pd, P )] ∈ X,
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with
[(ϕ,Q1, . . . , Qw)] ∈ R, P ∈ P1C
and
CP = C ×P1
C
{P} =
d∑
j=1
Pj
(as divisors on C, we allow points in this fiber above P to coincide).
This functor is representable. The morphisms above are the natural
forgetful morphisms.
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
6.3. We come to the proof of Theorem 5.1. Note that we suppose
k = C, and d > g ≥ 2.
For ∗ = (a1, . . . , aω, b1, . . . , bd) ∈ Zw+d (w = 2g − 2 + 2d)
∆∗ := { x ∈ X |
∑
1≤i≤w
ai ·Qi +
∑
1≤j≤d
bj · Pj ∼ 0 } ⊆ X,
where x = [(ϕ,Q1, . . . , Qw, P1, . . . , Pd, P )] ∈ X, is a Zariski-closed subset
of X.
6.4. Claim. If ∆∗ = X, then ∗ = (0, . . . , 0).
(∗ This claim means that ∆∗ with ∗ 6= (0, . . . , 0) is a proper
subset of X).
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
He closed his Proof by using the fact that a countable union of proper closed
subsets can not cover the whole space.
Here we have a question :
Question 4: Though ∆∗ is indeed a subset in X, how is ∆∗ a Zariski-closed subset
of X ? Is it a trivial fact ? What algebraic relations (or equations) over C in X do
define ∆∗ ⊆ X ?
(This is a core of his argument!)
The author hopes that some “concrete” or “explicit” explanations, or some “ex-
plicit” references should be given.
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— “Ask, and it will be given to you;
seek, and you will find;
knock, and it will be opened to you.”
(MATTHEW 7-7, LUKE 11-9)
